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ABSTRACT 
 

Analysis of Stomatal Patterning in Selected Mutants of MAPK Pathways 

Thesis by  

 

Abrar S. Felemban 

 

Stomata are cellular valves in plants that play an essential role in the regulation of gas 

exchange and are distributed in the epidermis of aerial organs. In Arabidopsis 

thaliana, stomatal production and development are coordinated by the mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK) signalling pathway, which modulates a variety of 

other processes, including cell proliferation, regulation of cytokinesis, programed cell 

death, and response to abiotic and biotic stress. The environment also plays a role in 

stomatal development, by influencing the frequency at which stomata develop in 

leaves. This thesis presents an analysis of stomatal development in Arabidopsis 

mutants in two MAPK pathways: MEKK1-MKK1/MKK2-MPK4, and 

MAP3K17/18-MKK3. Obtained results demonstrate the effect of stress conditions on 

stomatal development and specify the involvement of analysed MAPK in stomatal 

patterning. First, both analysed pathways modulate stomatal patterning in Arabidopsis 

cotyledons. Second, plant growth-promoting bacteria tested enhance stomatal density 

and affect guard cell morphology. Third, the sucrose or mannitol treatment increases 

defects in stomatal patterning. Finally, salt stress or high temperature can suppress 

stomatal defects in mutants of the MEKK1-MKK1/MKK2-MPK4 pathway.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Botanists have been studying plants in order to address a variety of questions, 

some of which are related to understanding how plant cells sense external signals and 

react to them. Plant mature leaves consist of three cell types: pavement cells, stomatal 

guard cells, and trichomes. Since the architecture of plant organs is related to their 

function, understanding their structure and development can provide important 

information [1]. To better understand the leave epidermis and stomatal function in the 

model organism Arabidopsis thaliana, genes involved in its development have been 

extensively studied [2]. 

Stomata have an important role for plants, being the link between the plant 

interior and external environment. Stomata consist of two specialized guard cells that 

flank an adjustable aperture and function as a valve for the exchange of gases, 

especially oxygen and carbon dioxide are physiologically important. Stomata also 

play an important role in the regulation of plant growth and photosynthetic 

performance, which is achieved by the opening or closing of the stomatal aperture. 

During photosynthesis, stomata typically open in response to sunlight exposure, in 

order to facilitate the uptake of CO2 and release of oxygen, at the same time stomata 

function to limit the loss of moisture in the form of water vapour from the plant body 

[2-4].  

 

1.1. Stomatal development 
 

Stomata are defined as epidermal pores that consist of two guard cells (GCs), 

which face each other and are incorporated between neighbouring pavement cells. 

Stomata and neighbouring cell are known as stomatal complexes. In most cases, 

stomata complexes are distributed on aerial plant parts and are more common in the 
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epidermis of the abaxial (lower) surfaces, which reduces the water loss via stomata 

because lower side of leaves is not so much exposed to heat. Stomatal production 

requires several asymmetric cell divisions and a single symmetric cell division. 

Stomatal development is initiated in protodermal cells that undergo asymmetric 

division and convert themselves to meristemoid mother cells (MMCs) that have stem 

cell properties. Subsequently, MMCs undergo asymmetric division to produce two 

new cells that follow different paths (Figure 1). The smaller cell is a meristemoid that 

either differentiates into guard mother cell (GMC), which is oval shaped and which 

subsequently undergoes symmetric division and differentiate into mature guard cells 

(GCs), or undergoes amplifying divisions first before producing GMC. In contrast, 

the larger daughter cell, which is called the stomatal-lineage ground cell (SLGC), 

undergoes terminal differentiation into a pavement cell [2]. The asymmetric divisions 

of the stomatal lineage can be categorized into three types: entry division, is important 

for initiating the stomatal lineage; amplifying division, normally occurs from zero to 

three times; and spacing division, which prevents direct contact between different 

pairs of mature guard cells and ensures optimal stomatal function, since the guard 

mother cell requires ion- and water-exchange with neighbouring cells [1, 2, 4]. 
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Figure 1. Scheme of stomatal development  

Schematic representation of key stages of stomatal development in Arabidopsis thaliana. The stomatal 
lineage initiates with the entry division - postprotodermal cells (grey) convert to meristemoid mother 
cells (blue) that undergo an asymmetric division to generate meristemoids (red) and stomatal lineage 
ground cells (SLGC) (white). The meristemoids differentiate into guard mother cells (pink) and 
undergo symmetric cell division to generate mature guard cells (green), or continue asymmetric 
division, in order to undergo up to three amplifying divisions. In addition, the stomatal lineage ground 
cells undergo asymmetric spacing division, during which new meristemoids are produced, in order to 
prevent the direct contact of adjacent stomatal lineages. Adapted from [4].  

 

1.2. Cell surface receptors mediate cell signalling in stomatal patterning 

In Arabidopsis, receptors located at the plasma membrane have been shown to 

sense extracellular environmental factors conditions, and can be regulated by 

intracellular factors. They mediate responses to variety of abiotic and biotic signals 

and modulate thus numerous biological processes, such as plant growth and 

immunity. Plant receptors are considered the first component of stomatal development 

[5]. Arabidopsis thaliana contains an expanded families of receptor-like kinases 

(RLKs) with more than 600 members [3]. The receptor-like kinases share a similar 

structure, which includes a leucine-rich extracellular domain that can bind several 

ligand molecules, including small proteins and hormones, as well as EPIDERMAL 

FACTOR 1(EPF1), EPIDERMAL FACTOR 2 (EPF2) and STOMAGEN peptides 
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[6]. There are two kinds of receptors, the first class lacking a kinase domain is known 

as the leucine rich repeat receptor-like proteins, such as TOO MANY MOUTHS 

(TMM), the second class are cytoplasmic kinases called leucine rich repeat receptor-

like kinases, such as ERECTA, ERECTA-LIKE1 (ERL1), and ERECTA-LIKE2 

(ERL2), which together constitute the ERECTA FAMILY (ERf) [7]. ERf and TMM 

form a heterodimerization complex of multiprotein receptors that have an essential 

role in the regulation of stomatal production and patterning [1, 2, 4]. 

 

1.3. Extracellular ligands 

Bioactive secretory peptide ligands can regulate stomatal development in a 

positive or negative manner. Peptide ligands have different requirements for TMM 

and ERf receptors. EPF1 and EPF2 have similar amino acid sequences and have been 

described as negative regulators of the stomatal production process. Loss-of-function 

mutants epf1 and epf2 exhibit clusters of excessive numbers of stomata. In particular, 

EPF2 is only expressed in MMCs and early meristemoids and it is considered to 

inhibit neighbouring cells from differentiation into MMCs, whereas EPF1 is 

expressed in meristemoids, GMCs, and young guard cells and acts on the same 

pathway with TMM and ERf complex receptors for the negative regulation of 

stomatal density [8]. Moreover, STOMATAL DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION 

(SDD1), a subtilisin-like protein, has been shown to affect stomatal development and 

spacing by interacting with the TMM ligand by cleaving the N-terminal secretory 

signal of EPF1, which results in the production of mature peptide ligand [2]. Another 

peptide ligand, STOMAGEN, acts as a positive regulator of stomatal development, 

and previous studies have shown that its overexpression and loss-of-function 

enhances and reduces stomatal production, respectively. STOMAGEN is expressed in 
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the mesophyll to regulate epidermal cell fate. STOMAGEN and the other positive 

regulators of stomatal production interact antagonistically on the TMM receptor and 

inhibit the receptor from binding to EPF1 and EPF2 (Figure 2) [5, 9].  

 

 

Figure 2. Model of TMM and ERf receptor regulation by different ligands  

STOMAGEN competes with EPF1 and EPF2 in binding to the TMM/ERf receptor. If EPF1 or EPF2 
binds to homo- and heterodimer receptors TMM and ERf, respectively, the receptor functions as a 
negative regulator of stomatal production. The CHAL signal from internal tissue is only expressed in 
hypocotyls and stems (i.e. not in leaves). CHAL binds to ERf and TMM, which inhibits stomatal 
production, but TMM can inhibit CHAL function by binding to the TMM-ERf complex. If 
STOMAGEN binds to the TMM and ERf receptor complex, the receptor functions as a positive 
regulator of stomatal production. Adapted from [5]. 
 

1.4. The YDA MAPK signalling module regulates stomatal development 

The receptor activation stimulates the downstream mitogen-activated protein 

kinase (MAPK) cascade, which is ubiquitous among eukaryotic organisms studied. 

The MAPK cascade appears to be a conserved signalling transduction network that 

links the extracellular and intracellular stimuli to cellular responses and has been 

implicated in several cellular mechanisms involved in dynamic regulations of the cell 

cycle, development, proliferation, and differentiation, as well as to sense and adapt to 

the biotic and abiotic stress [3, 10]. MAPK pathways of higher plants have recently 

been highlighted by new insights into their modulation and control, of physiological 

adaptation to varied environmental conditions in Arabidopsis [6]. 
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 The Arabidopsis genome encodes for 80 MAPK kinase kinases (MAPKKK, also 

called MAP3K or MEKK), 10 MAPK kinases (MAP2K, MKK, or MEK) and 20 

MAPK. Activated MAP3K phosphorylates MAP2K at conserved serine or threonine 

S/T-X3-5-S/T motifs, whereas MAP2K phosphorylates MAPK at conserved 

threonine and tyrosine T-X-Y motifs, and then the MAPK activates various 

cytoplasmic and nuclear targets, including enzymes, regulatory proteins, other 

kinases, or transcription factors [11]. 

In A. thaliana, the MAPK signal transduction is essential for conveying intrinsic 

cues for controlling cell division and cell fate during stomatal development. MAPK 

cascade is a positive regulator of stomatal closure during exposure to stress and a 

negative regulator of stomatal development. One described MAPK module involved 

in stomatal patterning consist of:  YODA (YDA), which is a MAPKKK, MKK4 and 

MKK5 that share redundant functions, and MAPK3 and MAPK6 that again share 

redundant functions [12]. YDA plays a major role in determining cell identity, 

because mutations in YDA result in frequent violation of one-cell-spacing rule and 

the subsequent over-proliferation and clustering of stomata. Observations of ΔN-

YDA (i.e. N-terminal deletion resulting in consistently active YDA) and yda a loss-

of-function alleles have shown that YDA controls the early stages of stomatal 

production. YDA has been observed to act downstream of TMM and SDD1 in the 

common signalling pathways, since ΔN-YDA has an opposite effect in the tmm and 

sdd1 loss-of-function alleles [13]. It has also been demonstrated that MKK4/5 and 

MPK3/6 function downstream of YDA MAPKKK, as indicated by the severe 

stomatal clustering caused by inactivation of both MKK4 and MKK5 genes. 

Analogical finding were obtained for mpk3/mpk6 double mutants, indicating their 

redundant function and involvement in stomatal patterning [14]. YDA MAPKKK 
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activities MKK4 and MKK5 kinases that in turn phosphorylate MPK3 and MPK6 

kinases (Figure 3) [5, 12].   

 

1.5. Transcription factors 

In Arabidopsis, stomatal development is regulated by three basic helix-loop-

helix transcription factors (SPCH, MUTE, and FAMA) that, in association with 

SCREAM (SCRM/ICE1) and SCRM2, regulate the initiation of asymmetric 

division, proliferation, and differentiation to stomatal guard cell during stomatal 

development, respectively (Figure 3) [14]. 

 SPEECHLESS (SPCH), called a “master regulator” of stomatal development, is 

phosphorylated by MPK3 and MPK6 at a unique domain called MAPK target 

domain (MPKTD) at [P-X-S/T-P] motifs. The phosphorylation regulates SPCH 

activity to initiate the stomatal linage by promoting asymmetric cell division, in 

order to create meristemoid and stomatal lineage ground cell [10,14]. Subsequently, 

the MUTE transcription factor controls the transition from a meristemoid to a guard 

mother cell (GMC) [15]. The GMC is the final precursor cell that divides 

symmetrically once to form two guard cells. Subsequently, FAMA, in association 

with R2R3 MYB-type transcription factors FOUR LIPS (FLP) and MYB88, is 

required for halting further divisions and promoting guard cell differentiation [16]. 
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Figure 3. Diagram of stomatal development and transcription factor expression.  

The YODA MAPK pathway (YDA-MKK4/5-MPK3/6) negatively regulates stomatal lineage entry 
into stomatal lineage, and the progression of stomatal development is positivity regulated by the 
transcription factors SPEECHLESS (SPCH), MUTE, and FAMA, which regulate entry division (1), 
progression (2), and terminal differentiation (3). Green fluorescent protein (GFP) shows the 
expression of SPCH (A), MUTE (B), and FAMA (C). Adapted from [12] 

  

1.6. MAPK in the regulation of cytokinesis 

Cytokinesis is an essential feature of all cellular organisms, in which the 

cytoplasmic components and duplicated chromosomes are distributed into two 

daughter cells. The plant cell employs a specialized structure, known as 

phragmoplast, which mainly consists of microtubules and microfilaments and 

organizes physical separation the daughter cells (Figure 4). The phragmoplast starts 

to be generated between two daughter nuclei during late anaphase. At the end of 

telophase, the phragmoplast specifies position of the cell plate, which is then formed 

at this site. The phragmoplast expands by polymerization of antiparallel 

microtubules at the outer periphery of the equator zone and depolymerisation at the 

inner region of equator zone (microtubule dynamics), and targets the Golgi-derived 

vesicles delivering material for construction of the cell plate. The complete cell 
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plate is finally maturated into a new cell wall separating daughter cells. Plant 

cytokinesis is regulated by the MAPK cascade, HINKEL/AtNACK1 (KLP), 

ANP1/ANP2/ANP3 (MAPKKK), MKK6/ANQ1 (MAPKK), and 

ANR1/MPK4/MPK11 (MAPK). ANP1, 2, and 3 genes increase their activity during 

late anaphase and telophase to prepare for cytokinesis. Loss-of-function mutation of 

any member in this cascade results in cytokinesis defects [17-20]. 

             

Figure 4. Plant cytokinesis.  

Schematic diagram of plant cytokinesis that initiates at late anaphase, starting with the arrangement 
of microtubules (green) between two daughter cells and the accumulation of cell plate vesicles (red) 
in the equator zone. During late telophase, phragmoplast expands to the parental cell wall, followed 
by cell plate growth at it periphery, Adapted from [18]. 

 

1.7. The MAPK cascade in response to abiotic stress 

      Plants respond to a variety of abiotic stresses, such as extreme temperatures, 

drought, or osmotic stress [21]. Changes in plant cell physiology can improve plant 

adaptation by altering gene expression to enable plants to survive under harsh 

conditions [3, 14, 22]. Many secondary messengers have been implicated in osmotic 
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stress signalling, including calcium, reactive oxygen species, calcium-dependent 

protein kinases, and MAPK [23]. The MAPK involved in the osmotic stress 

response form different functionally overlapping pathways [21]. Under salt stress, 

seedlings exhibit large inhibition in shoot and root growth [22, 24]. They can 

restore, their homeostasis by exclusion of salt from the cytoplasm either through 

deposition the salt in vacuoles, active salt export, or by reducing salt uptake by the 

roots [10].  

     Soil salinity is a major problem in agriculture; high salinity results in ionic 

imbalances and osmotic stress [22]. During salt stress, MKK2 was shown to have a 

critical function, in order to activate by upstream MEKK1 and it phosphorylate the 

downstream MPK4/6. The mkk2 loss-of-function mutant was hypersensitive to 

saline conditions and failed in activation of MPK4 and MPK6, whereas plants that 

overexpressed MKK2 acquired stress tolerance, pointing to the MKK2 key role in 

salt regulation [21]. 

High stress is considered as an abiotic stress that can affect the membrane 

fluidity and permeability, and enzyme activity, leading to imbalances in metabolic 

pathways. High temperatures activate MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4 pathway, leading to 

altered growth and physiological state of plant which contributes to the plant 

survival under these conditions [25, 26].  

1.8. Plant growth-promoting bacteria (PGPB) 

       Soil hosts various microorganisms, including bacteria, archaea, fungi, viruses, 

and algae. Of these microorganisms, bacteria are the most common (i.e. ~95%), and 

only 1% of those bacteria are culturable [27]. Some of them might be pathogenic, 

while some neutral of beneficial to plants. PGPB play an essential role in plant 

growth and tolerance to biotic and abiotic stress. They reproduce in the rhizosphere 
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(narrow zone where the roots and soil interact), therefore plants represent an 

important niche for them [28, 29]. Rhizosphere microbiota attach and feed on 

rhizodeposit (the area where nutrients and exudates are released by plants). Many 

studies have reported that plants strongly affect the composition and activity of 

rhizosphere microorganisms [29], by releasing certain nutrients. Subsequently, soil 

microorganisms secrete metabolites that can act as signalling compounds. The best 

understood example of mutual cell signalling is the Rhizobium-legume symbiosis, in 

which the plant builds a carbohydrate-rich environment for accommodation of 

rhizobacteria, and in return, rhizobacteria fix atmospheric nitrogen, which can be 

used for amino acid biosynthesis in nitrogen poor environments and promote the 

growth of legume hosts [28]. Other beneficial bacteria can transform iron or 

phosphorus salts into forms accessible by plants. Another direct mechanism of plant 

growth promotion is modulation of level of phytohormones, such as indoleacetic 

acid (auxin) and ethylene. In contrast, indirect mechanisms include biocontrol in the 

plant rhizosphere: secretion of a range of antibiotics that prevent plant pathogen 

proliferation, or competition in occupation of the plant surface and use of the 

nutrient, making difficult for pathogens to proliferate [27]. Agriculture approaches 

utilizing PGPB have started to increase crop productivity in a sustainable and 

environmentally friendly manner, and are in focus of current plant science. 
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2. Material and Methods 
 

2.1. Plant material and growth conditions 
 

The plants used for the experimental work included A. thaliana ecotype 

Columbia-0 and the following mutant lines in the same background (T-DNA insertion 

mutants): mekk1-1 (SALK_052557), mkk2 (SAIL_511_H01), mkk1/2 

(SALK_027645/SAIL_511_H01), mpk4 (SALK_056245), map3k17/18 

(SALK_137069/GK_244G02), and mkk3 (Salk_051970); lines expressing mutated 

versions of MAPK kinases in respective mutant background MPK4-CA, MKK3-EE.           

Seeds were surface sterilized  (70% ethanol (v/v) for two min, 20% bleach for ten 

min, rinsed three time with distilled water), vernalized at 4°C for three days, and then 

plated on half-strength Murashige and Skoog medium (½ MS; MS salts, MES, at pH 

5.7, plant culture tested agar (Sigma), NITSCH 1000× vitamins). The plates were 

incubated in a growth chamber (Percival) at 22°C with 16 h light/eight h dark in 

vertical position for 14 days.  

Several stress conditions were applied to the seedlings by addition to ½ MS agar 

medium: Enterobacter sp. strain SA187, Pseudomonas argentinensis strain SA190 

(both collected in Saudi Arabia by Heribert Hirt) 2·106 cells/ml; abiotic stress, 50 mM 

sodium chloride (Sigma), 1% or 4% sucrose, 50 mM mannitol (Acros Organics). 

For exposure to the osmotic stress, seeds were grown under standard conditions 

for 5 d after germination and then transferred to ½ MS0 with 50 mM mannitol for 9 d.  

For testing the influence of high temperature condition, seeds were grown on 

½MS plates at 29OC and continuous light for 14 d.   
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2.2. Growth of mutants under saline conditions  
 
      Seeds from mutant heterozygous plants were sterilized and sown on ½ MS0 

plates, then placed vertically at 22oC with 16 h of light/eight h of dark. After ten 

days, mutant homozygotes (distinguished by dwarf phenotype = 11 seedling) were 

transferred onto ½ MS agar plates with/without 100 mM NaCl for 15 days. Fresh 

weight of shoots was measured Mettler Toledo balance. Dry weigh was measured 

after drying the material for 2 days at 60°C. Avrage weight one seedling was 

calculated. 

 

2.3. Plant genotyping 
 

Young leaves of Arabidopsis plants were collected into 1.2 mL microcentrifuge 

tubes, and a metal bead (3.2 mm chrome steel beads) was added to each tube, after 

which the samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen. Next, the samples were ground to a 

fine powder using a Tissue-lyser Geno/Grinder at 1000 rpm for one min and samples 

were centrifuged for three min at maximum rpm. DNA extraction was performed 

using 300 μl of extraction buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 25 mM 

EDTA, 0.5% 20% SDS, in Milli-Q water), and then the samples were vortexed and 

centrifuged for five min at maximum speed. Afterwards, 75 μl supernatant from each 

sample was transferred to a 96-well PCR plate mixed with 75 μl isopropyl alcohol, 

and incubated at room temperature for five min. Next, the plate was centrifuged at 

maximum speed for one h, the supernatant was discarded, and the plate was 

transferred to a 37°C incubator, in order to let the samples dry. Finally, the extracted 

DNA was dissolved in 100 μl Milli-Q water. 

      PCR analysis was performed to determine plant genotypes using combinations of 
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gene-specific and T-DNA-specific primers. MEKK1-1 primers (mekk1-1_gtp-RP and 

mekk1-1_gtp-LP) were used to detect wild type alleles, and the primers (mekk1-

1_gtp-RP and LBb1.3e) were used to detect T-DNA insertions. MKK1 primers 

(mkk1_Salk-wt and mkk1_Salk-com-RP) were used to detect wild type alleles, and 

the primers (mkk1_Salk-com-RP and LBb1.3e) were used to detect T-DNA 

insertions. MPK4 primers (mpk4_gtp-RP and mpk4_gtp-LP) were used to detect wild 

type alleles, and the primers (mpk4_gtp-RP and LBb1.3e) were used to detect T-DNA 

insertions (Table 1). 

Table 1 Primers for plant genotyping  

Primer names Sequence 

Mekk1-1_gtp-LP 5′-AATCGGAACCTCGAGATGAAG 

Mkk1_Salk-wt 5′-CGA ACT TGT GTT CCT ATT CAC CAA GAT G 

Mpk4_gtp-LP 5′-GTGACAATGCAAGAAGATACGTTAGACAGC 

Mekk1-1_gtp-RP 5′-TTCACTCAAATCCTGACCCTG 

Mkk1_Salk-com-RP 5′-GTGACAATGCAAGAAGATACGTTAGACAGC 

Mpk4_gtp-RP 5′-CTTGAAATATCTACAGAGTTGGTGTG 

T-DNA insertion primer Sequence 

LBb1.3e    5′-GATTTTGCCGATTTCGGAACCA 

 

PCR products were visualized on 0.8% (w/v) agarose gels in TAE buffer and with 

SYBR Safe staining. 
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2.4. Microscopy 
 

For analysis of stomatal density and patterning, single cotyledons were 

harvested from sixteen 14-d-old Arabidopsis seedlings of mutant or wild type 

phenotype.  

The cotyledons were treated with 50% ethanol for 30 min, 98% ethanol/acetic 

acid (9:1) overnight under slow rotary shaking to decolourize them, 98% ethanol/1.2 

M NaOH (1:1) for two hours at 60°C, and then cleared in lactic acid saturated with 

chloral hydrate (~250 g chloral hydrate per 100 ml lactic acid). 

The lower epidermis of at least six cotyledons of each phenotype was imaged 

using an Imager.Z2 microscope equipped with an AxioCam MRm camera, using DIC 

contrast and a 20× objective lens. Overplaying images were captured to cover the 

entire area of each leaf. 

 

2.5. Quantitative analysis of stomatal patterning 
 

Series of images from each leaf were stitched together using the Stitching 

module in the Fiji software (http://fiji.sc/Fiji) to reconstruct images of whole leaves. 

The Cell Counter module of Fiji was used to count normal stomata, stomata in 

clusters, abnormal stomata, giant stomata, pavement cells, and area used for counting. 

Then, stomatal density (number of stomata/area), stomatal clustering (number of 

stomatal in clusters/total number of stomata), and percentage of giant stomata 

(number of giant stomata/total number of stomata) were calculated. Six to eight 

cotyledons were analysed for each genotype in each experiment. 

 

  

http://fiji.sc/Fiji
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
     The MAPK cascade plays an important role in stomatal development, and the 

MAP3K, MAP2K, and MPK kinases sequentially phosphorylate each other, in order 

to activate range of target via phosphorylation [2]. The MAPK signalling pathway is 

highly conserved among eukaryote organisms. Multiple members of this signalling 

cascade are expressed in plant cells and target transcription factors, thereby regulating 

gene expression in response to extracellular signals [30]. 

3.1. The MEKK1-MKK1/MKK2-MPK4 pathway in stomatal patterning 
 

Previous studies have shown that YODA MAP3K, MKK4/5 and MPK3/6 cascade 

is involved in the stomatal development [5, 6], so we wanted to test whether other 

MAPK pathways are also involved in this process. First, we studied MEKK1-

MKK1/MKK2-MPK4 pathway that is engaged in response to biotic and abiotic stress 

[31, 32]. Mutants in mekk1, mpk4, and mkk1/mkk2 double mutants all exhibit dwarf 

growth, sterility, and reduced MPK4 activity [33]. 

     We found that the abaxial epidermis of cotyledons of 14-d-old mekk1-1 

(SALK_052557) Arabidopsis seedlings exhibited alterations in the stomatal density 

and developed excessive number of stomata in clusters (stomatal clustering), when 

compared to wild type seedlings (Figure 5A, B).  

     Then we analysed epidermis of 14-d-old Arabidopsis seedlings of the single mkk2 

(SAIL_511_H01) mutant and double mutant mkk1/mkk2 

(SALK_027645/SAIL_511_H01).  The mkk2 single mutant behaves similar to wild 

type and does not exhibit any mutant phenotypes [8, 12] (Figure 5C). In contrast, the 

epidermis of cotyledons of the double mutant mkk1/mkk2 

(SALK_027645/SAIL_511_H01) exhibited excessively clustered stomata, which 
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clearly violated the one-cell-spacing rule (Figure 5D).  

MPK4 is also involved in stomatal patterning as determined by phenotypic 

analysis of 14-d-old Arabidopsis cotyledons of the loss-of-function mpk4 mutant 

(SALK_056245) and constitutively activate MPK4 (MPK4-CA) expressed under 

pMPK4 in the mutant background. The mpk4 mutant exhibits dramatically clustered 

stomata and high stomatal density (Figure 5E), and when MPK4 signalling was 

constitutively active in MPK4-CA, the same defects were observed (Figure 5F). 

Therefore, MPK4 apparently regulates stomatal development downstream of MEKK1 

and MKK1/MKK2.  

In order to investigate whether the MAPK pathway regulates stomatal patterning 

also in true leaves of Arabidopsis seedlings, we analysed the abaxial epidermis of 

one-month-old leaves of the double mutant mkk1/2 (SALK_027645/SAIL_511_H01) 

and mpk4 mutant (SALK_056245). However, stomatal patterning was comparable to 

wild type with no obvious mutation phenotype (Figure 5G, H). Therefor, this MAPK 

pathway is probably not engaged in stomatal development in true leaves. Our further 

experiments were focused only on Arabidopsis cotyledon. 

We conclude that MAPK mutants mekk1, mpk4, and mkk1/mkk2 double mutants 

all exhibit high clustering of stomata and high stomatal density comparing to wild-

type (Figure 5I, J). The results point to the function of this MAPK cascade in 

regulation of stomatal patterning. The involvement of this common and extensively 

studied signalling module in stomatal development is a novel finding.   
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 Figure 5. MAPK mutations influence stomatal development.  

DIC images showing stomatal patterning of the abaxial epidermis of 14-d-old Arabidopsis in the true 
leaves, (A) Double mutant mkk1/2. (B) mpk4. Arabidopsis cotyledons (C) Wild type plant. (D) mekk1-
1. (E) Single mutant mkk2. (F) Double mutant mkk1/2. (G) mpk4. (H) MPK4-CA. (I) statistical analysis 
of MAPK mutations stomatal clustering. (J) Statistical analysis of stomatal density. Asterisks indicate 
significant differences of Kruskal-Wallis Test (P < 0.05), when compared with WT seedlings and the 
data represent means ± standard error. 

 

3.2. The role of MAP3K17/18 and MKK3 in stomatal patterning. 
 

Severe environmental stress that impairs crop productivity can cause alterations in 

the biochemical, molecular, and physiological mechanisms of plants. The 

phytohormone abscisic acid plays a major role in adapting to stress, and recently, a 

new MAPK cascade, MAP3K17/18-MKK3-MPK1/2/7/14, was documented to be 

activated by abscisic acid and salt stress, in order to regulate early- and long-term 
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stress responses. MAP3K17 and MAP3K18 function upstream of MKK3, sequentially 

MKK3 can activate all members of the C group MPKs, including MPK1, MPK2, 

MPK7, and MPK14 [34]. 

Our data demonstrated the function of the MAP3K17/18 and MKK3 also in 

stomatal patterning. Examination of cotyledon epidermis in the double mutant 

map3k17/18 revealed excessively clustered stomata and morphological defects in 

guard cell shape (Figure 6A). Moreover, quantitative analysis of cotyledon epidermis 

revealed higher stomatal density when compared to wild type plants (Figure 6D, E).  

We showed that MKK3 is involved in the regulation of stomatal patterning as 

well, since both the mutant line mkk3 (Salk_051970) and constitutively active line 

MKK-EE exhibited excessively clustered stomata and high stomatal density (Figure 

6B, D, E). Similar to the map3k17/18 double mutant, MKK3-EE mature guard cells 

sometimes had aberrant shape (Figure 6C).  
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Figure 6. MAP3K17/18-MKK3 regulates stomatal development. 

DIC images showing stomatal patterning of the abaxial epidermis of 14-d-old Arabidopsis cotyledons. 
(A) map3k17/18 double mutant (arrows indicate for aberrant stomata). (B) mkk3 mutant. (C) 
Constitutively active MKK3-EE (arrows indicate for aberrant stomata). (D) Statistical analysis of 
stomatal clustering. (E) Statistical analysis of stomatal density. Asterisks indicate significant 
differences of Kruskal-Wallis Test (P < 0.05), when compared with WT seedlings and the data 
represent means ± standard error.  
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3.3. MPK4 regulates plant cytokinesis  
 

It has been described that MPK4 is a multifunctional protein, since the MEKK1-

MKK1/2-MPK4 cascade was shown MPK4 regulates microtubule organization 

during cytokinesis, MPK4 as a member of the ANP1/ANP2/ANP3/-MKK6/ANQ1-

MPK4/MPK11/ANR1 pathway leads to activation of the phragmoplast formation, cell 

plate vesicles fusion, and new cell wall formation during cytokinesis [19, 20, 31, 35].  

      Cytokinetic defects in mpk4 mutant cells have been described in the root meristem 

previously, however we found out that they are evident also in the cotyledon 

epidermis. We observed various cytokinetic defects in stomata and pavement cells, 

such as incomplete cell walls, asymmetric stomata and horseshoe-like or circular 

stomata with unseparated guard cells (Figure 7A, B). 

 

 

Figure 7. The MPK4 mutation induces defects in cytokinesis. 

DIC images showing stomatal patterning of the abaxial epidermis of 14-d-old Arabidopsis cotyledons. 

(A) The epidermis of the mpk4 mutant with incomplete cell wall formation in pavement cells (marked 

with dots). (B) The mpk4 mutant exhibited incomplete cell wall in guard cells (marked with arrows). 
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3.4. The influence of environmental factors on stomatal development 
 

     Studies in Arabidopsis have extended our understanding of stomatal function 

and development. Since the MAPK pathways described above can respond to 

environmental signals on one side and are capable to influence plant growth and 

stomatal patterning on the other side, it is likely that they are key modulators of the 

plant development upon changes in the environment [2, 12]. Distinct MAPK that have 

been reported to be involved in plant responses to biotic stress and abiotic stresses 

such as high salinity, osmotic stress, and high temperature [3, 18]. Therefore, we 

tested whether some stress conditions can profound or supress the observed defects in 

stomatal patterning.  

 

3.4.1 The influence of plant growth-promoting bacteria  
 

Plant growth-promoting bacteria enhance plant growth by both direct and indirect 

mechanisms and have been shown to improve the physiology of whole plants [36].  

We examined the effect of two bacterial strains (Enterobacter sp. strain SA187 

and Pseudomonas argentinensis strain SA190) on stomatal patterning and 

morphology of 14-d-old Arabidopsis cotyledons. Bacterial suspension was dispersed 

in pre-cooled ½ MS agar medium just before pouring out to square plates to achieve 

concentration 2·106 cells/ml. Both wild type and mpk4 seedlings exhibited slightly 

increased stomatal density (Figure 8A). We can speculate that endophytic plant 

growth-promoting bacteria use this mechanism to facilitate their own entry into plant 

bodies. 

Another feature of bacteria-induced changes in stomatal development was 

production of “giant” stomata in the mpk4 mutant line, but not in the wild type, that 

were significantly larger than wild-type ones (Figure 8B, C, D, and Table 2). The 
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formation of giant stomata only in mpk4 mutants could point to a possible 

involvement of MPK4 in guard cell growth regulation. Other members of the same 

pathway remain to be tested. This experiment also provides another evidence that 

plant growth-promoting bacteria regulate plant development.  
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Figure 8. The impact of plant growth-promoting bacteria on stomatal patterning and morphology. 

(A) Statistical analysis of the stomatal density (stomata per mm2) in wild type (WT) and mpk4 mutant 
plants infected with either Enterobacter SA187 (187) or Pseudomonas argentinensis SA190 (190), as 
well as in non-infected plants (no). (B) Percentage of giant stomata in WT and mpk4 mutant plants 
infected with either Enterobacter SA187 (187) or Pseudomonas argentinensis SA190 (190), as well as 
in non-infected plants (no). (C) DIC images show the size of normal stomata in a wild type plant. (D) 
Purple arrows indicate the giant stomata in an mpk4 mutant. Asterisks indicate that the values are 
significantly different using Kruskal-Wallis Test from those of WT plants under the same conditions (P 
< 0.05), and the data represent means ± standard error (SE). 

 
  

Table 2. Giant stomata length. mpk4 mutanat non-infected and infected with Enterobacter SA187 (187) 

or Pseudomonas argentinensis SA190 (190). 

Sample  
 (μm) 

mpk4 
23.20 ± 2.62 

mpk4+187 36.30 ± 3.08 

mpk4+190  37.6 ± 2.90 
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3.4.2. The effect of mannitol on stomatal patterning 
 
 

Water deficiency is a major stress that affects plant survival, and studies in 

Arabidopsis have reported that the osmotic stress leads to the activation of MAPK 

developmental cascades, which enhance the plants’ survival [23]. Mannitol is 

commonly used to induce osmotic stress. Due to lower germination rate on the 

standard 100 mM concentration of mannitol and extremely small mutant plants, 

which prevented our analysis of cotyledons, we used only 50 mM mannitol 

concentration. We examined epidermis of 14-d-old cotyledons of mekk1-1, mkk2, 

mkk1/2, and mpk4 mutants and analysed whether osmotic stress caused by 50 mM 

mannitol can influence stomatal patterning in different way than in wild-type plants. 

In general, the stomatal clustering significantly increased in response to mannitol 

treatment in both wild type and mutant plants, with the exception of the mpk4 mutant 

that did not react to mannitol and produced similar percentage of stomata in clusters 

as in control conditions (Figure 9A). In contrast, stomatal density was unaffected by 

the mannitol treatment neither in wild-type nor in mutant plants (Figure 9B). We can 

conclude that MPK4 (but not MKK1/2 and MEKK1) might be involved in response to 

osmotic stress and link it to stomatal development.  
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Figure 9. The effect of mannitol on stomatal patterning. 

(A) The effect of 50 mM mannitol on stomatal clustering on the abaxial epidermis of cotyledons from 
14-d-old wild type (WT), mekk1-1, mkk2, mkk1/2 and mpk4 Arabidopsis seedlings. (B) The stomatal 
density in cotyledon epidermis with and without 50 mM mannitol. Asterisks indicate the values under 
mannitol treatment are significantly different from the values of control conditions using Kruskal-
Wallis Test (P < 0.05), and the data represent means ± standard error (SE). 
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3.4.3. The effect of sucrose on stomatal development 
 

Studies on Arabidopsis mutants have contributed to our understanding 

mechanisms of plant stomatal development and patterning and have suggested that 

sucrose can increase stomatal clustering [37]. In this experiment, sterilized seeds were 

sown on ½ MS medium with different concentrations of sucrose: 0%, 1%, and 4%. 

Inspection of the abaxial epidermis of cotyledons demonstrated that sucrose enhances 

the frequency of stomatal clusters in wild type, mpk4, and MPK4-CA plants. The 

increase was gradual with increasing sucrose concentration in mutant lines mpk4, and 

MPK4-CA (Figure 10A). The stomatal clustering under sucrose treatment was also 

correlated with stomatal density. Wild type plants exhibited significantly higher 

stomatal density on 1% and 4% sucrose concentrations than on the 0% sucrose 

concentration, but the stomatal densities on 1% and 4% sucrose concentration were 

similar. The stomatal density of mpk4 mutants gradually increased from 0% to 4% 

sucrose concentration. MPK4-CA exhibited a similar result on 0 and 1% sugar 

treatments, but its stomatal density was significantly increased at 4% sucrose 

concentration (Figure 10B). Despite these variations we can note general tendency to 

increase both stomatal density and clustering with increasing sucrose concentration. 

This observation indicates the ability of sucrose to induce stomatal development in 

both wild type and mutant plants. However, since the relative increase in stomatal 

density and clustering was similar for wild type, mpk4, and MPK4-CA, it seems that 

MPK4 is not involved in response to sucrose. 
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 Figure 10. The effect of sucrose on stomatal patterning. 

(A) Statistical analysis of stomatal clustering in the cotyledons of 14-d-old wild type (WT), mpk4, and 
MPK4-CA (CA) Arabidopsis seedlings under treatment with 0, 1, and 4% sucrose. (B) Statistical 
analysis of stomatal density in sucrose-treated plants. Asterisks indicate significant differences in the 
plants treated with either 1% or 4% sucrose and those untreated, using Kruskal-Wallis Test (P < 0.05), 
and the data represent means ± standard error (SE). 

 

3.4.4. The effect of salt stress on stomatal patterning. 
 

Since NaCl is the main component of saline soils [10], we employed salt (NaCl) at 

50 mM concentration in our experiments to induce salt stress on Arabidopsis 

seedlings. We applied these conditions to wild type and MAPK mutant lines mekk1-1, 

mkk2, mkk1/2, mpk4, and MPK4-CA in order to investigate whether this MAPK 

cascade is important for stomatal patterning under salt stress. We analysed stomata 
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density and clustering of lower cotyledon epidermis on 14-d-old seedlings (Figure 

11A). We found that mutant plants mkk1/2 and mpk4 exhibited dramatically reduced 

stomatal clustering that was at a comparable level to wild type. In mekk1, the decrease 

was less pronounced. These results indicate that the salt stress can suppress the heavy 

stomatal clustering in mkk1/2, mpk4, and partially mekk1 mutants.  

 When we investigated stomatal density, we found that it was correlated in MAPK 

mutants with stomatal clustering (Figure 11B). Wild type cotyledons exhibited only 

insignificantly lower stomatal densities under saline conditions, while the mekk1-1 

and mkk2 mutant lines showed a significant decrease, and mkk1/2 double mutant and 

mpk4 even more dramatic decrease in the stomatal density in comparison to control 

conditions.  

The stomatal development under salt treatment seems to match the stomatal 

clustering and stomatal density, since salt suppressed the increased stomatal density 

as well. With the exception of mekk1, which might have been affected by some 

experimental error, all tested samples showed very similar (wild-type) values of 

stomatal density and clustering under the salt stress. Taken together, the data suggest 

that the stomatal defects of analysed MAPK mutants, typically observed under normal 

conditions, are supressed by salt stress, suggesting that the MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4 

pathway might be deactivated or uncoupled from its engagement in stomatal 

patterning.  
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Figure 11. The effect of salt stress on stomatal patterning.  

(A) Statistical analysis of the stomatal clustering percentage of 2-week-old wild type, mekk1-1, mkk2, 
mkk1/2, and mpk4 Arabidopsis seedlings grown with or without 50 mM NaCl. (B) Stomatal density of 
Arabidopsis seedlings grown with or without 50 mM NaCl treatment. Asterisks indicate significant 
differences in the values of plants grown with and without salt treatment, using Kruskal-Wallis Test (P 
< 0.05), and the data are represented as means ± standard error (SE). 
 

3.4.5. MAPK mutant growth under the salt stress 
 

After stomatal analysis under salt stress, we tested whether general growth of 

mutant plants is also affected. Ten-day-old mutant seedlings were transferred onto ½ 
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MS medium with or without 100 mM NaCl and grown for 15 more days, then the 

fresh and dry weight of aerial parts of the mutant plants were measured (Figure 12A). 

We found that mkk1/2 double mutants produced similar biomass regardless of the 

normal or saline conditions. However, mpk4 mutants were two times larger under 

saline conditions in comparison to control conditions. Similar results were obtained 

for fresh weight and the dry weight (Figure 12B). This interesting observation can 

again indicate that the activity of MPK4 might be down-regulated under salt stress 

and thus the impact of the MPK4 mutation is less dramatic under these conditions.   

 

    

Figure 12. Growth of MAPK mutants on agar medium with salt.  

(A) Fresh and (B) dry weight of MAPK mutant seedlings grown vertically on ½ MS agar plates with or 
without 100 mM NaCl for 15 days.  

 

3.4.6. High temperature  
 

The MAPK signalling modulates gene expression upon exposure to stress to better 

manage stress conditions [12]. One of the stress factors is high temperature. It has 
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growth phenotype of the MAPK mutants [38]. We examined an impact of heat stress 

by analysis the stomatal patterning of cotyledon epidermis on 14-d-old seedling were 

grown at 29oC and 22oC (control condition) to determine involvement of the 

MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4 pathway. The plants exhibited behavioural adaptation by 

growing longer roots, possibly in order to obtain more nutrients, and smaller 

crumpled leaves, to reduce water loss.  

We found that the heat stress dramatically decreased stomatal clustering defects in 

both wild type and mutant plants to the same level (Figure 13A). Similarly, we 

observed significantly reduced stomatal density under high temperature in both wild 

type and mutant lines (mkk2, mkk1/2, and mpk4), owing to plant adaptation (Figure 

13B). These results indicate that the stomatal defects of analysed MAPK mutants, 

typically observed under normal conditions, are completely supressed in high 

temperature, suggesting the MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4 pathway might be switched off 

or uncoupled from stomatal patterning under heat stress. 
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Figure 13. The effect of high temperature on stomatal patterning.  

(A) Statistical analysis of the stomatal clustering of wild type (WT), mekk1-1, mkk2, mkk1/2, and mpk4 
of Arabidopsis cotyledons grown with or without high temperature stress. (B) Stomatal density of 
Arabidopsis cotyledons grown with or without high temperature stress. Asterisks indicate significant 
differences between the means of plants grown with and without high temperature stress, using 
Kruskal-Wallis Test (P < 0.05), and the data represent means ± standard errors (SE). 
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4. Conclusions 
 

Arabidopsis thaliana as a well-studied model plant offers the opportunity to study 

details of plant physiology, cell biology and molecular biology, and reveal general 

mechanisms that would be otherwise difficult to elucidate [39]. In past 20 years, 

scientists achieved great improvement in our understanding the MAPK cascade 

signalling module. Two MAPK pathways (MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4 and 

MAP3K17/18-MKK3-MPK1/2/4/171) play an essential role in regulation of plant 

stress response that activation of plant defence against pathogens. Our work identified 

a probable involvement of both pathways in stomatal development, similar to the 

YODA-MKK4/5-MPK3/6 pathway [12].       

  Our analysis of selected MAPK mutants investigated the impact of MAPK 

signalling on plant epidermal (stomatal) development under normal and various stress 

condition. Obtained results can support the following conclusions: First, mekk1, 

mkk1/2, mpk4, map3k17/18, and mkk3 mutants have higher stomatal density, and 

stomata arranged defectively in clusters at higher frequency than in the wild type, 

indicating their engagement in stomatal patterning regulation. Second, the stomatal 

density under normal conditions correlates with stomatal clustering in analysed 

mutants. Third, plant growth-promoting bacteria tested positively regulate stomatal 

density and can induce production of giant stomata. Therefore, this might be one of 

the mechanisms how microbes associated with plants can enhance plant growth and 

health. Fourth, mannitol and sucrose has a positive effect on stomatal density and 

clustering in both MAPK mutants and wild type, meaning that studied MAPK 

pathways are not involved in this regulation. Fifth, salt treatment and high 

temperature appeared to suppress high stomatal clustering and decrease stomatal 

density in mekk1, mkk1/2 and mpk4 mutants, which suggests that the involvement of 
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this signalling pathway might be uncoupled from the stomatal patterning regulation 

under salt stress and high temperature.  

Several reports documented that the expression of gene associated with plant 

metabolism and growth regulation are regulated upon exposure of the plant to stress 

conditions [12]. MAPK as key regulators mediate and modulate such responses to 

changing conditions. Understanding the mechanisms of MAPK functioning implicates 

possible applications to improvement of crop production in areas with suboptimal 

natural conditions for efficient agriculture.          
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